JAMAICA’S FIRST NET ZERO ENERGY BUILDING
The

Low

Greenhouse

Gas

Emissions:

Promoting

Energy

Efficiency & Renewable Energy Building in Jamaica (LGGE)
project has delivered Jamaica and the Caribbean’s first Net
Zero Energy Building (NZEB).
The building is situated at The University of the West Indies
(UWI), Mona, Jamaica campus.
The project was conceptualized and submitted to the Global

BEST PRACTICES:
LESSONS LEARNT IN
CONSTRUCTING JAMAICA’S
FIRST NET ZERO ENERGY
BUILDING (NZEB)

Environment Facility for funding by Professor Anthony Clayton
and Professor Tara Dasgupta, and approved in 2011. The
project administration was then handed over to the UWI
Regional

Headquarters.

The

project

was

managed

by

Professors Clayton and Dasgupta (the Principal Investigators)
under

the

umbrella

of

the

Institute

of

Sustainable

Development (ISD). The technical assistance for the project
was provided by the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP).
The NZEB is a pilot for Jamaica and the Caribbean to
encourage construction of sustainable buildings and energy
practices in national development planning in new builds and
retrofitted construction.
The Jamaica model demonstrates that far higher standards
of energy efficiency and productivity are feasible in tropical
and sub-tropical regions.

It also demonstrates:

WHAT IS A NET ZERO ENERGY BUILDING?
A Net Zero Energy Building also known as a Zero Net Energy

■

technologies, etc.). The NZEB will generate enough renewable

(ZNE) building, is a building in which the total amount of

energy onsite and possibly exceed its annual use

energy used on an annual basis is roughly equal to the
amount of renewable energy created on the site or at other

Renewable Energy – the use of solar (PV panels, air conditioning

■

Water Management – collection and reuse of rain and storm water
for building operations.

renewable energy sources.
The NZEB at UWI will generate enough on-site energy to

■

Design

–

overall

design

to

build

resilience

to

changing climatic conditions including hurricanes, storms, floods

equal or exceed the energy demand of the building. The
building will then be certified by an international body as the

Environmental

and drought as well as earthquake resistance.

first net zero energy building in the region.

The core design concept for the advanced prototype building

This type of building does not increase the amount of

of

is the combination of high levels of energy efficiency, the use

greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

renewable

energy

sources,

and

sustainable

climate

adaptation methodologies. This includes the utilization of
state of the art energy efficiency technologies in all systems
and sub-systems, advanced renewable energy technologies,
including thin-film polymer photo-voltaics, best practices in all
aspects of resource management, including water and waste
management, and smart building technologies for demand
management.

PRE-CONSTRUCTION
A number of considerations were taken into account before

The net zero energy building at UWI

The

UWI

constructed

NZEB
as

consists
a

of

demonstration

an
of

advanced

prototype

emerging

and

best

practices in the built environment including energy efficiency,
ideal building layout, window detailing, efficient lighting and
cooling.

constructing the NZEB including:
■

Space Requirements – area and space requirements were critically
reviewed to ascertain real need and appropriateness to avoid over
provision. The building design is however adaptable for subsequent
uses.

Durability – low maintenance costs in load-bearing structures were

Orient the outer surfaces of the building with consideration for

optimized in terms of economic efficiency.

the use of renewable energy (solar/wind) and utilize compact-

Health/Comfort – the health and comfort of persons using the

building structures.

building were provided for in terms of natural ventilation and A/C

Integrate ramps as creative design elements and arrange elevator

where necessary.

doors, location of switches in a manner suitable for use by
disabled persons.
Provide hot water supply systems only where necessary, e.g.,
canteens, accommodation facilities.
Use building components which are long-lasting and need little or
no maintenance.
Position windows to optimize natural light and reduce energy/loss
especially with regard to the need for cooling.

GREEN SPACES
Support the natural ecosystem by designing open spaces utilizing
plants which require a low level of care.

Students from the Caribbean School of Architecture at UTECH touring
the Net Zero Energy Building

GENERAL GUIDELINES TO BE OBSERVED IN
NZEB CONSTRUCTION :
Lower the energy demand and the consumption of operating
materials.
Utilize reusable or recyclable building products and materials.
Provide for comprehensive protection of natural areas and use of
all possibilities for space-saving in construction.

WATER & SEWAGE
Use water-conserving technologies to reduce consumption. Set up
separate collection/draining system for grey and rainwater for use
in gardens.
Lay supply and drainage systems together to reduce network
lengths and losses and concentrate sanitary facilities within the
building. Avoid pumping systems.

CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
Use of smooth surfaces and largely uniform materials help keep
cleaning/maintenance low. Avoid glass materials in favour of selfcleaning facades.

MONITORING

■

team determined that day lighting must play a big role. This

Ensure continuous monitoring of the consumption of energy and

■

To make the building as energy efficient as possible, the design
eliminates the need for electrical lighting during most of the day

materials for optimum effectiveness.

time operation.

SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF JAMAICA’S
FIRST NZEB

■

Lighting is an integrated system of day lighting, daylight control
systems, occupancy controls, and high efficiency lighting.

The goal was to create a prototype building in Jamaica to
serve as a blueprint for a net zero energy future and to

■

The building’s extremely detailed energy model predicts an energy
use intensity of 63kbtu/ft2/yr.

influence others in the building industry in the region to

The roof is slab concrete which is totally covered by solar

pursue net zero energy performance.

panels hence no direct rays hit the roof and the panels act

The design maximizes passive architectural strategies that
take

advantage

of

the

climate

and

drive

energy

as insulation.

use

reduction including:
■

The site orientation, plan, section, massing, and the envelope
design all work to daylight and naturally ventilate the building.

■

The architecture dramatically reduces the energy use first; then an
extremely efficient lighting system, a radiant cooling and heating
system, and an under floor air ventilation system further improve
the energy performance of the building.

■

The roof of the building tilts gently to the south to enhance
energy generation from a roof-mounted photovoltaic system. The
workplace design not only supports the building’s energy goals by
facilitating proper daylighting, but natural ventilation and thermal

Solar inverters supplied and installed by the Jamaica Public Service
Company Ltd.

mass exposure are designed to create the workplace of the

HVAC

future.
■

Productivity

and

well-being

were

enhanced

through

indoor

Natural ventilation was the preferred means of cooling and

environmental quality features such as daylighting, thermal comfort

specific

rooms

were

air

conditioned

utilizing

the

VRF

and control, acoustical control, and improved air quality.

technology. This comprises of a fan coil unit in the spaces

to be cooled and these units are connected by refrigerant
piping and control wiring to an inverter type compressor.
This technology draws approximately 60% less power than
the conventional reciprocating system. Fresh air is supplied to
other areas via dampers which modulate the fresh air supply
based on the carbon dioxide concentration in the spaces.

ELECTRICAL
Plug loads were minimized and automated power strips
installed. These strips shut off electrical supply to the outlets
that control the office equipment thereby eliminating phantom
electrical loads.

RAINWATER HARVESTING

Storm water catchment and potable water storage system

Rainwater is being harvested from the roof and used for

The storm water catchment has a first flush system to

flushing toilets and urinals as well as irrigation purposes.

eliminate silt from the storage tank.

PLUMBING
Separate plumbing pipes were installed for toilets and urinals,
allowing these to be flushed from grey water supply. Grey
water comprises rainwater, condensation from the fan coil
units and drain water from faucets. Plumbing fixtures are low
flow and low flush types.

VENTILATION
All general circulation areas are naturally ventilated.

The spaces that are air conditioned are insulated from the
direct rays of the sun by utility areas.

Professor Tara Dasgupta, C.D.
Principal Investigator

PLUGS
At least 50% of all 110 VAC outlets are controlled by an
automatic control device that:
■

■

Function on a scheduled basis using a time-of-day operated
control device that turns receptacles off at specific programmed

Professor

times.

Chemistry in the Chemistry Department at the UWI Mona for

Utilize an occupant sensor that turn receptacles off within 30
minutes of all occupants leaving a space.

Tara

Dasgupta,

C.D.,

is

Emeritus

Professor

of

close to 40 years. His renown as a scholar and researcher
has

qualified

him

for

mention

in

several

biographical

reference books such as Who’s Who in the World, Who’s

The NZEB lighting utilizes LED lights with:

Who

in

the

Commonwealth,

Dictionary

of

International

Biography, International Book of Honour, Men of Achievement

■

Occupancy sensors in bathrooms and store rooms

■

Day lighting sensors in office, energy centre and meeting room

■

Lighting Power Density (LPD) 4.98W/m2

■

ASHRAE Standard 90.1 9.9W/m2

and Personalities in the Caribbean. He is the President of the
Caribbean Academy of Sciences (CAS) Jamaica Chapter and
Fellow of CAS and of the Royal Society of Chemistry, London
and Honorary Research Fellow of The UWI.

Having minimized the building’s electrical loads, solar PV’s
have been utilized to produce the necessary power to run

Professor Anthony Clayton, CD

the building and offset energy consumed form the utility grid.

Principal Investigator

MEET THE TEAM
The

Low

Greenhouse

Gas

Emissions:

Promoting

Energy

Efficiency & Renewable Energy Building in Jamaica (LGGE)
project

was

professionals.

implemented

by

an

eminent

team

of

Professor

Anthony

Clayton

is

Professor

of

Caribbean

Sustainable Development at the University of the West Indies,

Visiting Professor at the Centre for Environmental Strategy in

Donald Mullings

the School of Engineering at the University of Surrey, Visiting

M & M Jamaica Ltd Construction
Contractor

NZEB Prototype
Construction

Professor at the Institute for Studies of Science, Technology

Kevin Rodriguez, P.E Ingenium-SPV

Project Coordinator Project Coordination

and Innovation in the School of Social and Political Studies

Keroma Bernard

Policy Development
Consultant

at

the

University

Professor

of

of

Sustainable

Edinburgh,

Adjunct

Development

in

Distinguished

the

Faculty

of

Gillian Scarlett

Business and Management, University of Technology, and

Stanley Smellie

Fellow of both the Caribbean Academy of Science and the

Karin Wilson
Edmonds

World Academy of Sciences.

Marcia Erskine

The following persons comprised the primary team of the

Englebert Davis

LGGE/NZEB Project:
Name

Firm

Area of Expertise

Christopher Lue

Tya Design

Project Management Project Manager
(Team Leader)

Bruce Lopez
Lorie-Ann McIntosh

Stuart Sykes

Kelvin Kerr

EXPAND
Management
Consulting

Communications

Information
Dissemination

ISD

Project
Administrative

Project
Administration
Assistant

CO-FINANCIERS
The following are the co-financiers of the NZEB:

Synergy Design
Architecture
Studio, Architecture
Ltd

Architecture –
Design, Construction
Documents & Work
Drawings

SGS Engineers

Civil/Structural
Engineering

Civil/Structural
Engineering Design

Earle W. Spencer & Land Surveying
Co Ltd

All Land Surveying
Services

Davidson & Hanna

Pre & Post Contract
Quantity Surveying
Services

The Jamaican Institute of Architects (JIA)

(ODPEM)

Lise Walters
Earle Spencer

Task Assigned

UWI Projects Office

Quantity Surveying

Stanley Sutherland

EMPRO Engineering Electrical
Service Ltd.
Engineering

Electrical Engineer:
Lead

Louise Fletcher

Planning & Fletcher Mechanical
Ltd
Engineering

Mechanical Engineer

The University of the West Indies (UWI)
The University of Technology (UTECH)
The Scientific Research Council of Jamaica (SRC)
The Jamaica Public Service Company (JPS)
The Jamaica Institution of Engineers (JIE)

The Office of Disaster Preparedness & Emergency Management

The Caribbean Academy of Sciences, Jamaica

PARTNERS
There are also a number of stakeholders who are not cofinanciers but are providing invaluable assistance with the Net
Zero Energy Building project. They include the Bureau of
Standards Jamaica, the Jamaica Hotel & Tourist Association,
the National Housing Trust, GEF Focal Point (Ministry of
Water,

Land,

Meteorological
Technology,
Jamaica,

Environment
Service

Energy

the

&

&

Jamaica,
Mining,

Incorporated

Climate
the
the

Change),

Ministry
Planning

Masterbuilders

of

the

Science,

Institute

of

Association

of

Jamaica, the Ministry of Transport, Works & Housing, and the
Inter-American Development Bank.

CONTACT INFORMATION:

The UWI Net Zero Energy Building Project
Institute for Sustainable Development
University of the West Indies, Mona
Kingston 7, Jamaica
+1-876-977-7764
buildbetterja@gmail.com
www.buildbetterja.com

